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Beyond Lean...
Putting Information to Work
to Drive Global Optimization

Moving Beyond Big Data!
Leaders in the printing and packaging industry have rounded the corner
and have realigned themselves with software and processes that are
allowing enterprise-wide data to be collected, organized, shared, and
reported on a timely basis to make effective, game changing decisions.
They call this “Global Optimization”.
Business Intelligence software is pulling information from well-implemented, industry-specific MIS/
ERP systems. Decision makers have immensely more information at their fingertips to:
•

Take corrective actions that address weak areas of the business.

•

Identify and take action on trends early in their life cycle.

•

Leverage software-driven automation to improve throughput and margins.

•

Identify and focus on high-value customer, product, and market opportunities.

Printing and packaging companies that have accepted this new philosophy are quickly distancing
themselves from those that have chosen to remain idle.
The Question: How do we move to this level of performance?
The Answer: Global Optimization.

Defining “Global” Optimization
The theory or science of Global Optimization looks
at a printing or packaging business as an ecosystem,
with all parts of the business interdependent. No team
or department can perform at optimum levels without
a carefully planned and executed relationship with all
other parts of the business. The word “global” is defined
not as a geographical term but, instead, as a strategy that
is “all encompassing”.

TGO Background
The Theory of Global Optimization (TGO) was
developed by Udi Arieli and his team at EFI. TGO was
initially applied to print manufacturing using PrintFlow
Dynamic Scheduling beginning in 1984. Mr. Arieli’s
work was inspired in part by The Goal (TOC) and
The Haystack Syndrome by Eliyahu Goldratt and by
papers and studies focusing on “Lean” or “Just-in-Time”
manufacturing. Mr. Arieli, however, recognized the
serious shortcomings of Lean and TOC when related to
the business of printing and packaging.
®
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The Best Solution for Our
Industry
Neither Lean nor TOC was designed to optimize “job
shop” performance. This is a problem as – in the printing
and packaging industry – we might be producing
virtually hundreds of unique jobs, simultaneously, each
with its own unique set up operations and each with its
own workflow.
Another problem is that neither Lean nor TOC focuses
on a “global view” of your operation. Production is
critical, but poor performance in sales or planning can,
in some instances, eliminate more profit potential than
an errant press run. TGO’s expanded focus addresses the
entire workflow.
Finally, neither Lean nor TOC have successfully been
embedded in a practical, successful software product.
EFI has embedded TGO into its print and packaging MIS/
ERP solutions, providing “smart” software to assist in the
successful, day-to-day application of its principles.

The Principles of TGO
TGO is the science of end-to-end workflow
management built upon these three principles:
1.

A manufacturing operation is a chain of
interdependent links.

2.

Only a few constraints control the throughput,
on-time delivery, and cost of the entire printing
operation.

3.

By identifying and removing the constraints, you
increase throughput and profits.

TGO optimizes every step of the planning and
manufacturing process by recognizing that throughput is
far more important than job costing or cost accounting.
Profitability is created by the sum of all jobs, not the
theoretical profitability of individual jobs. Improved
performance and/or higher profitability in a single
cost center does not necessarily lead to better overall
performance or higher overall profits.

Synchronization and
Optimization
TGO leverages smart software to optimize and
synchronize your operation, within the constraints
defined by your clients (promised dates), your workload
(all jobs), your tasks (individual job operations), your
equipment capabilities, and your staff availability.

Managing Bottlenecks
On-time delivery is not determined by the most efficient
cost center, but more often by the largest constraint.
Likewise, bottlenecks are not always bad. In fact, they are
often beneficial to your company.
TGO directs your efforts towards identifying the
difference between a good bottleneck and a bad one,
realizing that some bottlenecks can improve throughput
and profitability by reducing setup and/or makeready
time.
PrintFlow Dynamic Scheduling, for example, employs
a knowledge of your operation to analyze literally
thousands of pieces of information, looking at the size
of the job, the production sheet, the imposition, inks,
substrate requirements, equipment and equipment
accessory requirements and, in a couple seconds,
builds a synchronized and optimized “run list” for your
work center(s). In performing its job, PrintFlow will
often generate multiple queues to efficiently feed your
equipment.
A bottleneck becomes a constraint only when it is
predicted to cause a job(s) to eventually be late, either in
the current cost center or in another one down line.

The Global View
TGO is all about a global view of your business. It
understands that the wider perspective of the plant
must prevail over the narrower focus of a single job,
customer, or cost center. The TGO strategy dictates
that you must manage capacity in the most logical and
systematic order possible, taking a global approach to
find and resolve constraints. TGO accomplishes these
goals by leveraging “smart” software to track, analyze,
and respond to real-world situations in real-time.
TGO focuses management on a global view that
understands that any change within any step of a job
can impact all other steps of that job and many other
jobs. This ripple effect can have a significant negative
impact that is often attributed to the wrong cause and
that can often trigger a response that solves the wrong
problem.

TGO is all about:
A global view of your business
Synchronization & optimization
Optimizing capacity utilization
Minimizing waste
Minimizing switchovers
Increasing throughput
Identifying and resolving constraints
Being proactive, not reactive
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The Missing Piece
Beyond the foundation products that make your
business work, EFI provides an important piece missing
in most business solutions: the seamless integration
of all information, from the customer’s desktop or the
salesperson’s notebook with both management and
production systems.
With EFI’s intelligent, automated workflow integration,
you’ll see an immediate increase not only in the
productivity of your personnel but also in the
productivity of your equipment, in many cases virtually
eliminating handling and prep work.

A Digital Ecosystem
Not every printing and packaging operation today is
digital, but virtually every operation is fed or controlled
via a digital system. It is critical that any management/
business strategy include software and processes
capable of maximizing performance and profitability in a
digital world.

MIS/ERP with PrintFlow
Dynamic Scheduling
Leading printing and packaging companies are driving
global optimization with EFI’s MIS/ERP, Business
Intelligence, and PrintFlow Dynamic Scheduling
software. These solutions, backed by the most
experienced printing and packaging MIS/ERP software
team in the world, facilitate the collection and sharing
of data throughout businesses, making information
available to the people and processes that need it to
function at the highest level.
When this information is used by PrintFlow, the highest
levels of automation and plant optimization are possible.
And, with EFI’s Business Intelligence software, decisionmakers gain deep enterprise-wide visibility to be able
to better understand when, where, and why their
businesses are making or losing money so they can
quickly and confidently implement proactive changes
to move their businesses forward in the most profitable
directions.

EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to super wide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to succeed.
Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.
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